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Russian airlines are facing a drop in passenger numbers because of the Ukraine crisis, prompting some
analysts to expect fleet reductions and possible state support in 2015 to cope with deepening losses.

Russia's massive state-owned United Aircraft Corporation (UAC) hopes to become the world's
third largest producer of military and civilian aircraft by 2025, right behind global aerospace
giants Boeing and Airbus, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said Wednesday.

The Soviet Union was an aviation powerhouse, but since its fall in 1991, Russia's prowess
in the field has dwindled. Facing Western sanctions this year over Russia's role in the Ukraine
crisis, the Russian government has pushed the industry to up domestic production. Over 90
percent of aircraft used by Russian airlines are built in the West, leaving the industry
vulnerable to potential future sanctions.

Now, the government is laying its cards on the table. "UAC plans to create the world's third
largest aircraft manufacturing center in terms of production, after Boeing and Airbus,
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by 2025," Medvedev said at a meeting on the development of the aviation industry, according
to a transcript published on the government's website.

Russian aircraft industry analyst Oleg Panteleyev said that Russia plans to build 250 to 300
planes by 2025, which would put Russia in third place by volume of production but still far
behind the industry leaders.

But first, the industry has an urgent productivity problem to address.

"We need to take measures to increase labor efficiency by nearly 7.5 times compared with
2012," Medvedev said.

Poor labor productivity is a widely acknowledge drag on Russia's economic growth, with
a report published in April by the Plekhanov Russian University of Economics placing Russia's
productivity at less than half that of Germany.

The industry must also diversify away from a long-standing orientation toward military
production, Medvedev said.

"[Civilian aircrafts'] share of production should increase from 30 percent to 50 percent"
of Russian aircraft production, Medvedev said, without elaborating on how the state and UAC
will go about achieving these goals.

This is a problem faced by Russian manufacturing on the whole, where production continues
to grow thanks only to increased military spending. Last week President Vladimir Putin said
Russia needs to invest in increasing civilian production in Russia's shipbuilding sector,
another industry dominated by military orders.

While Russia is a prominent exporter of military aircraft, it lags behind in the civilian market.
For example, only 76 Tupolev Tu-204 planes — a direct competitor to the Boeing 737
and Airbus A320 — have been built since the 1980s. Thousands of the 737s and A320s have
been built in that time.

Meanwhile, a more modern answer to these Western staples, the MC-21, has not even begun
testing. Beyond the medium-sized airplane class, Russia's offerings look even slimmer.

Regardless, Russia is intent on increasing its share in the crowded civil aviation market,
particularly in the emerging markets of Southeast Asia, Medvedev said.
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